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ABSTRACT
Insight into the global ocean energy cycle and its relationship to climate variability can be gained by ex-
amining the temporal variability of eddy–mean flow interactions. A time-dependent version of the Lorenz
energy diagram is formulated and applied to energetic ocean regions from a global, eddying state estimate.
The total energy in each snapshot is partitioned into three components: energy in the mean flow, energy in
eddies, and energy temporal anomaly residual, whose time mean is zero. These three terms represent, re-
spectively, correlations between mean quantities, correlations between eddy quantities, and eddy-mean
correlations. Eddy–mean flow interactions involve energy exchange among these three components. The
temporal coherence about energy exchange during eddy–mean flow interactions is assessed. In the Kuroshio
and Gulf Stream Extension regions, a suppression relation is manifested by a reduction in the baroclinic
energy pathway to the eddy kinetic energy (EKE) reservoir following a strengthening of the barotropic en-
ergy pathway to EKE; the baroclinic pathway strengthens when the barotropic pathway weakens. In the
subtropical gyre and Southern Ocean, a delay in energy transfer between different reservoirs occurs during
baroclinic instability. The delaymechanism is identified using a quasigeostrophic, two-layermodel; part of the
potential energy in large-scale eddies, gained from the mean flow, cascades to smaller scales through eddy
stirring before converting to EKE. The delay time is related to this forward cascade and scales linearly with
the eddy turnover time. The relation between temporal variations in wind power input and eddy–mean flow
interactions is also assessed.
1. Introduction
Evaluating ocean energetics not only improves our
fundamental understanding of the ocean but also is a
useful step to construct general circulation models with
energetics consistent with the ocean (e.g., Eden et al.
2014). Therefore, the source, sink, and transformation of
energy in the global ocean has received much attention
(e.g., Wunsch and Ferrari 2004; Ferrari and Wunsch
2009; Zemskova et al. 2015). Many studies exist about
energetics during eddy–mean flow interactions, and
most of these focus on characterizing the spatial struc-
tures andmagnitude of energy conversion rates between
the mean and eddies from a long-term, time-mean per-
spective (e.g., von Storch et al. 2012; Liang et al. 2012;
Chen et al. 2014a; Kang and Curchitser 2015). Efforts in
diagnosing the energy cascade diagram in the frequency–
wavenumber domain, as summarized by Ferrari and
Wunsch (2009), also mainly focus on a long-term, time-
mean perspective (e.g., Scott andWang 2005; Scott and
Arbic 2007; Arbic et al. 2012).
Though it has received less attention, the temporal
variability of the energy cycle is an important topic for
the following two reasons: First, ocean motions are tur-
bulent with temporal variability ranging from superinertial
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to centennial scales (e.g., Ferrari and Wunsch 2009).
Depicting the temporal variability of energetics itself is
an integral perspective of evaluating the oceanic tem-
poral variability. Second, eddy kinetic energy (EKE) is a
dominant part of total kinetic energy (e.g., von Storch
et al. 2012), and strong temporal variability of EKE on
seasonal and/or interannual time scales has been iden-
tified in many regions, such as the Southern Ocean,
Kuroshio Extension, and the South Pacific (e.g., Qiu and
Chen 2004, 2010; Hogg et al. 2015). Since EKE largely
controls the magnitude of eddy mixing rates (e.g.,
Killworth 1997; Chen et al. 2014b, 2015), to which the
meridional overturning circulation and climate model
results are sensitive (e.g., Gregory 2000; Spence et al.
2009; Gnanadesikan et al. 2015), evaluating the tem-
poral EKE variability is important.
Considering that eddy–mean flow interactions greatly
control the eddy energy budget (e.g., Wunsch 1998;
Stammer and Wunsch 1999; von Storch et al. 2012), one
way to evaluate the EKE variability is to assess the
temporal variability of these interactions. Therefore,
this study introduces a time-dependent energy diagram
for eddy–mean flow interactions (section 2). The classic
Lorenz energy cycle, introduced by Lorenz (1955) and
successfully applied to previous energy studies (e.g., von
Storch et al. 2012), depicts the local eddy–mean flow
interactions from a time-mean (or zonal mean) energy
perspective. Chen et al. (2014a) extended the Lorenz
energy diagram to the nonlocal regime from a time-
mean perspective and introduced the concept of local/
nonlocal eddy–mean flow interactions. If the amount of
energy released by the mean flow is not equal to the
amount of energy received by eddies, eddy–mean flow
interactions are nonlocal. On the other hand, if these
two quantities are equal, eddy–mean flow interactions
are local. This study further extends the nonlocal, eddy-
mean energy diagram from Chen et al. (2014a) to the
time-dependent scenario.
Besides evaluating the EKE variability, the time-
dependent energy diagram is also useful in tracking
the pathway of wind power input in the energy system.
In contrast to the atmosphere acting as a heat engine
(Oort and Peixóto 1983), the ocean is largely wind
driven: the total power input into the ocean is 6.6 TW, of
which 4.1 TW is wind power input (von Storch et al.
2012). The wind power input undergoes significant
temporal variability (Huang et al. 2006), and not sur-
prisingly, EKE levels show a sensitivity to this wind
variability. For example, in regions with substantial wind
energy, eddy variability is well correlated with the
wind forcing magnitude on annual and interannual time
scales (Stammer and Wunsch 1999). In the Southern
Ocean, theEKEmaximum lags thewind stressmaxima by
2–3yr (Meredith and Hogg 2006); the regional EKE, how-
ever, has a complex relation with wind stress (Thompson
and Naveira-Garabato 2014). Oceanic variability can also
be driven by intrinsic nonlinearity (e.g., Arbic et al. 2014). It
remains largely unclear to what degree eddy–mean flow
interactions energetics covary with the wind power
input. Their relations are depicted in section 3c;
compared to the Southern Ocean and western boundary
extension regions, the subtropical gyre area, which has
more linear characteristics, has a greater coherence
between the wind power input and eddy–mean flow
interactions.
Our goals are twofold: 1) to introduce a time-dependent
energy diagram for eddy–mean flow interactions (section 2)
and 2) to depict the temporal variability of eddy–mean
flow interactions energetics in energetic regions from a
frequency perspective (section 4). Section 3 introduces
the setup of the main model used for the energy di-
agnosis: the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of
the Ocean, phase 2, high-resolution global ocean and
sea ice data synthesis (ECCO2) state estimate (e.g.,
Menemenlis et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2014a). Section 4
examines the coupling between energy transfer terms
composing eddy–mean flow interactions; the ‘‘delay phe-
nomenon’’ and ‘‘suppression phenomenon’’ are identified.
The origin for the delay phenomenon is discussed using a
quasigeostrophic (QG) two-layer model. Section 5 is the
conclusion.
2. Formulation of the time-dependent
energy diagram
a. Decomposition of kinetic energy reservoir and
available potential energy reservoir
As in Chen et al. (2014a), we define the mean flow as
the temporal average over the entire available record
(1992–2007 in the ECCO2 state estimate) and define
eddies as the deviation from the mean. The derivations
in Chen et al. (2014a) are essentially the same as
Murakami (2011) and Murakami et al. (2011), who ap-
plied this type of split in the energy equations to atmo-
spheric problems.1 We continue to use the Chen et al.
(2014a) notation about energy reservoirs for conve-
nience in this study of ocean energetics.
A first step to formulate the time-dependent energy
diagram is to decompose the energy reservoirs at each
snapshot. The total kinetic energy of the full flow field is
defined as
1We have just become aware of these excellent papers and the
way our previous paper independently followed very similar paths.
This paper, however, extends the argument into the time domain.
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where u and y are zonal and meridional velocities, re-
spectively, and r0 is the constant reference density,
which is 1027.5 kgm23 in the ECCO2 model. Here, KM
denotes the kinetic energy in the mean flow,
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andKE(x, y, z, t) denotes thekinetic energy in eddies (EKE),
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where  is the time mean, and 0 denotes the deviation from
time mean. The kinetic energy anomaly residual is thus
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We chose a widely used QG definition of available
potential energy (APE; e.g., Pedlosky 1987; Oort et al.
1989, 1994; Huang 2010; Brown and Fedorov 2010). The
total APE of the full flow field PT is
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As stated in Chen et al. (2014a), n0 denotes the vertical
gradient of the local potential density averaged over
time and the entire globe at a given depth, that is,
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where hi represents the global average at a selected
depth level, N2(z) is the temporally and globally aver-
aged buoyancy frequency (Huang 2010), and S and
u represent salinity and potential temperature at
time t and position (x, y, z). Here, r*(x, y, z, t)5
r(x, y, z, t)2 hr(x, y, z, t)i. The terms r(x, y, z, t),
r(x, y, z, t), and hr(x, y, z, t)i are, respectively, the
in situ density in the instantaneous state, the time-mean
state, and the reference state.
Similar to kinetic energy, the total APE is decom-
posed into three parts:
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Here, PM is the mean available potential energy, that is,
the APE stored in the time-mean state:
P
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The term PE denotes eddy available potential energy
(EAPE), that is, the APE stored in eddies:
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Note that (r*)05 r0. The APE anomaly residual is
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The total potential energy includes APE and back-
ground potential energy, but the energy exchange be-
tween potential energy and kinetic energy reservoirs
only occurs between APE and kinetic energy (Winters
et al. 1995). Although the QG definition of APE is an
approximate definition of APE, the energy exchange
between the QGAPE and kinetic energy is exactly the
same as the energy exchange between the exact total
potential energy and kinetic energy. Therefore, the
QG definition of APE only affects the estimation of
the APE magnitude and the energy transfer rates
among PM, PE, and PR.
b. Energy equations
The governing equations for energy reservoirs de-
scribed in section 2a are
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where uj is the three-dimensional velocity vector, p is
hydrostatic pressure, and * denotes the deviation of a
variable from its global horizontal and time mean at
each depth level. Note that we derived the above gov-
erning equations by writing the instantaneous advection
of the energy reservoirs by total velocity and using the
momentum equations to figure out what other terms are.
Derivation details, including the rationale of including
the advection of total flow in each energy equation, are
provided in appendix A.
The Ea/b terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (11)–(16)
denote the energy transfer rate from the reservoir
a to reservoir b. These Ea/b terms, except EPM/KM , are
terms about eddy–mean flow interactions, which are the
focus of this study (Table 1). The temporal variability of
each kinetic energy component is balanced by advec-
tion, pressure work, E terms andX terms (which denote
the energy change rate due to horizontal and vertical
friction, wind power input, and bottom drag) [Eqs. (11)–
(13)]. The temporal change rate of each APE com-
ponent is balanced by the advection terms, E terms,
R terms, and X terms, which represent the contribution
of vertical mixing, heat, and freshwater fluxes to the APE
budgets [Eqs. (14)–(16)]. The R terms in the APE bud-
gets, absent in the quasigeostrophic framework, have
higher-order Rossby numbers (Chen et al. 2014a).
c. A time-dependent energy diagram for eddy–mean
flow interactions and its comparison with previous
literature
Equations (11)–(16) can be represented symbolically
on a diagram like Fig. 1a. Blue and red arrows in Fig. 1a
refer to eddy–mean flow interactions terms associated
with eddy momentum and density fluxes, respectively.
This diagram, though simple, is to our knowledge, the
first published time-dependent energy diagram for
eddy–mean flow interactions. Previous studies mostly
evaluate the time-mean, eddy–mean flow interactions
energetics, with a focus on the EKE budget (e.g.,
Biastoch and Krauss 1999; Marchesiello et al. 2003;
Mata et al. 2006; Liang et al. 2012). This diagram reveals
that during eddy–mean flow interactions, the energy
exchange actually occurs between KM and KR, KR and
KE, PR and PR, and PR and PE. That is, eddy and mean
energy reservoirs are not directly interacting with each
other; they are directly interacting with KR and PR (ra-
tionale is available in the last paragraph of appendix A,
section a. Generally, the energy exchange between KM
and KR is not necessarily equal to the energy exchange
between KR and KE, and the imbalances are compen-
sated by advection of KR, pressure work, and so on [Eq.
(13)]. Similarly, the energy exchange between PM and
PR is not necessarily equal to the energy exchange be-
tween PR and PE [Eq. (16)].
As stated in section 1, the time-dependent energy di-
agram (Fig. 1a) is an extension of the classic Lorenz
energy diagram from Lorenz (1955) to the time-
dependent and nonlocal regime. Compared to the classic
Lorenz energy diagram, Fig. 1a includes two additional
energy components (KR and PR). The existence of KR
and PR is due to the lack of scale separation between
zero-frequency (i.e., time mean) motions and motions
at other frequencies. Though the time means ofKR and
PR are zero, their amplitudes can be nonnegligible in
the total energy reservoir at any individual point in time
(section 3b). Therefore, KR and PR contribute signifi-
cantly to the temporal variability of total kinetic and
potential energy.
The time-mean version of Figs. 1a and 1b is essentially
the same as the eddy–mean flow interactions diagram
from Chen et al. (2014a, their Fig. 1a). Chen et al.
(2014a) introduced the concept of local and nonlocal
eddy–mean flow interactions. If bothEKR/KE 1EKR/KM
and EPR/PM 1EPR/PE are zero, eddy–mean flow
TABLE 1. Terms about eddy–mean flow interactions from the time-dependent energy diagnostic framework in section 2b. Here, i5 1 and
2, denoting zonal and meridional directions, and j 5 1, 2, and 3, denoting zonal, meridional and vertical directions.
Term Mathematical form Meaning
EPE/KE 2gr
0w0 Eddy transfer rate from PE to KE through vertical eddy density fluxes.
EPR/KR 2g(r*w
01 r0w) Eddy transfer rate from PR to KR through vertical density fluxes.
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›
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(u0jKM)2 r0ui
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i Eddy transfer rate from KR to KM through momentum fluxes.
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j Eddy transfer rate from KR to KE through momentum fluxes.
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(u0iPM) Eddy transfer rate from PR to PM through density fluxes.
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(u0ir0) Eddy transfer rate from PR to PE through density fluxes.
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interactions are local; otherwise, interactions are non-
local. As discussed in detail in appendix A, section c,
compared to Chen et al. (2014a), we provide additional
insights about the time-mean, eddy-mean energy dia-
gram: 1) The black dots shown in Fig. 1a in Chen et al.
(2014a) are KR and PR, and 2) from a time-mean per-
spective, in the KR and PR budgets, eddy–mean flow
interactions terms, indicated by the red and blue arrows,
are balanced by the eddy advection of KR and PR:
›
›x
j
(u0jKR)52(EKR/KE
1E
KR/KM
) and
›
›x
i
(u0iPR)52(EPR/PM
1E
PR/PE
) , (17)
where ›/›xj and ›/›xi are, respectively, three-dimensional
and horizontal gradient operators.
3. ECCO2 model and basic depiction about
energetics
a. Tool: ECCO2 state estimate
The time-dependent energy diagram in Fig. 1a is a
direct extension of the diagram in Chen et al. (2014a).
Therefore, we follow Chen et al. (2014a) and use the
cube 87 version of the ECCO2 state estimate for the
energy diagnosis. Some other recent studies (e.g.,
Zemskova et al. 2015) also indicate that the ECCO2
state estimate is suitable for evaluating ocean energetics.
Details of the model configuration and fidelity are
available in Chen et al. (2014a). The ECCO2 state es-
timate is dynamically consistent and suitable for budget
diagnosis, as it is a free-forward model run using opti-
mum values for uncertain parameters (e.g., forcing and
FIG. 1. Schematics illustrating the energy transfer through eddy–mean flow interactions. Blue
arrows denote eddy–mean flow interactions terms associated with eddy momentum fluxes, and
red arrows are those associatedwith eddy density fluxes. Black arrows represent other elements
in the energy budgets [Eqs. (11)–(16)]. Arrows have two heads, as energy can transfer in either
direction. (a) The time-dependent case [Eqs. (11)–(16)]. During eddy–mean flow interactions,
as illustrated by red and blue arrows, energy does not transfer directly between the mean
energy reservoir (KM and PM) and eddy energy reservoir (KE and PE); instead, energy is
transferred between mean/eddy energy and the energy anomaly residual (KR and PR). The
energy exchange betweenKM andKR is not necessarily equal to the energy exchange between
KR and KE [Eq. (13)]. Similarly, the energy exchange between PM and PR is not necessarily
equal to the energy exchange between PR and PE [Eq. (16)]. (b) The time-mean version of (a),
which is essentially the same as Fig. 1 from Chen et al. (2014a).
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viscosity). These optimum values are determined by
comparing observations with results from a set of sen-
sitivity experiments, using the Green function approach
(Menemenlis et al. 2008). In other words, the ECCO2
state estimate is constrained by observations, yet it is still
dynamically consistent. The model, with a mean hori-
zontal resolution of 18 km, is mesoscale resolving at low
and midlatitudes. It has 50 vertical levels and employs
the hydrostatic assumption. The model output used in
this study covers the years 1992–2007 and is averaged
every 3 days. Themodel realistically captures the overall
spatial patterns of observed hydrographic and sea level
variability, and the model data misfit is especially small
in the upper ocean at mid/low latitudes.
b. Choice of regions and partition of energy reservoirs
Figure 2 shows the 16-yr average of total kinetic en-
ergy integrated over the entire water column. The ki-
netic energy is mainly concentrated in the equatorial
regions, Southern Ocean, subtropical gyre regions, and
western boundary currents and their extension regions.
It is challenging to examine time-dependent energetics
in the entire global ocean. Thus, we chose to focus on
four energetic oceanic regions: the Kuroshio Extension
(298–428N, 1308–1708E), the Gulf Stream Extension
(298–428N, 788–538W), the Southern Ocean (658–408S),
and a representative subtropical gyre patch in the North
Pacific (108–228N, 1508E–1358W), indicated by the black
boxes in Fig. 2. Results from the ECCO2 model pre-
sented next are not sensitive to a shift of the domain by
18, which is on the eddy scale.
The time-dependent energy diagram contains six en-
ergy components: mean energy (PM and KM), eddy en-
ergy (PE and KE), and the energy anomaly residual
(PR andKR). Figure 3 shows the histogram ofKE/KM,
KR/KM, PE/PM, and PR/PM in the four selected regions.
The histogram characteristics vary greatly from region
to region. For example, the KE/KM histogram is narrow
in the Southern Ocean but wide in the Gulf Stream
Extension region. Yet, these four regions also have
similarities. First, most values of KR/KM and PR/PM lie
within [21, 1], indicating the KR magnitude is smaller
than KM and the PR magnitude is smaller than PM.
Second,KE is larger thanKM, but PE is smaller than PM,
which is consistent with the results in von Storch
et al. (2012).
c. Wind power input versus eddy–mean flow
interactions
Several previous studies estimated the wind power
input into the oceanic general circulation (e.g., Wunsch
1998; Scott and Xu 2009; Zhai et al. 2012). The total
wind power input can be decomposed into three
components:
W5 t
i
u
i|ﬄ{zﬄ}
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1 t0iu
0
i|{z}
WE
1 t0iui1 tiu
0
i|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
WR
, (18)
where ti is the wind stress, and ui is the horizontal ve-
locity. Integrating the X terms in the KM, KE, and KR
equations [Eqs. (11)–(13)] throughout the water column
and using the surface boundary conditions reveal that
WM,WE, andWR are the wind power input intoKM,KE,
and KR, respectively. The surface boundary condition
employed is
A
z
›
›z
u
i
5 t
i
, and A
z
›
›z
u0i5 t
0
i , (19)
whereAz is vertical viscosity. The termWE/WM is mostly
positive; WE/WM is smaller than the one in the sub-
tropical gyre and Southern Ocean but can be larger than
FIG. 2. The temporal average of the vertically integrated KT (Jm
22) on a logarithmic scale.
This study focuses on the four energetic regions, indicated by the black boxes: 1) the Kuroshio
Extension, 2) Gulf Stream Extension, 3) a representative Pacific patch of the subtropical gyre,
and 4) the Southern Ocean.
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the one in other regions (Fig. 3e). The WR/WM histo-
gram centers at zero and spans from 25 to 5 (Fig. 3f).
Oceanic variability can be influenced by external
forcing and at the same time modulated by nonlinear
energy transfers (section 1). To assess how well the en-
ergy exchanges composing eddy–mean flow interactions
(E terms) covary with the wind power input, we carried
out coherence analysis between time series of the wind
power input and E terms. Coherence analysis between
two variablesA andB, used in sections 3 and 4, can reveal
how the two time series are similar in the frequency do-
main (e.g., Emery and Thomson 2004; Wunsch 2015). The
amplitude reflects how much variability in variable A can
be ascribed to variable B through a linear relation.
Take the SouthernOcean as an example:WR is coherent
with EPR/KR at frequencies higher than 0.07cycleday
21,
that is, periods shorter than 14 days, at the 95% confidence
level (Fig. 4a). The coherence amplitude betweenWR and
all other E terms are statistically insignificant at the 95%
confidence level at most available frequencies. The co-
herence betweenWR and EKR/KE is shown in Fig. 4b;
other coherence plots are similar (not shown).
Table 2 shows the coherence betweenWR andE terms
in all the four selected regions. The number in this table
denotes the percentage of available frequencies with
significant coherence between WR and the E term; the
larger the percentage, the stronger is the coherence. In
all the regions, WR is highly coherent with EPR/KR
(percentage larger than 44%), indicating that the WR
variability is mostly tunneled to PR through EPR/KR .
However, the coherence betweenWR and otherE terms
is low in the Southern Ocean and Kuroshio and Gulf
StreamExtension regions (percentage lower than 17%),
whichmay be because these regions are highly nonlinear
and thus much variability is intrinsic arising from non-
linearity. The subtropical patch is less nonlinear than the
other three regions (Chelton et al. 2011). Consistently,
stronger coherence occurs there: the percentage is larger
than 53% for all theE terms exceptEPR/PE andEPE/KE ,
both of which are key during baroclinic instability.
As a comparison, we also carried out the coherence
analysis between WE and E terms in the four regions
(not shown). The percentage of available frequencies at
which the coherence amplitude is statistically significant
FIG. 3. Histogram of (a)KE/KM, (b) KR/KM, (c) PE/PM, (d) PR/PM, (e)WE/WM, and (f)WR/WM in the Kuroshio
Extension, Gulf StreamExtension, subtropical gyre, and SouthernOcean regions, as indicated by the black boxes in
Fig. 2. The termsKE,KR, andKM are the three components of kinetic energy [Eqs. (1)–(4)]. The terms PE, PR, and
PM are the three components of available potential energy [Eqs. (7)–(10)]. The termsWE,WR, andWM are the three
components of wind power input [Eq. (18]. The histograms in (a)–(f) are sorted in 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.1
bins, respectively. The kinetic and potential energy time series used for the histogram analysis here are those
integrated over the entire water column and the entire region.
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at the 95% confidence level is lower than 17% in almost
all the cases. The only exception is the coherence be-
tween EPR/PE and WE in the Kuroshio Extension re-
gion. The percentage in this case reaches 28%.
4. Temporal coherence of eddy–mean flow
interactions
This section examines how the energy exchange terms
composing eddy–mean flow interactions are temporally
coherent with each other. A delay phenomenon occur-
ring during baroclinic instability and a suppression
phenomenon occurring during mixed instability were
identified (section 4a). The mechanism of the delay
phenomenon is discussed in section 4b.
a. ECCO2 model results
1) DELAY PHENOMENON DURING BAROCLINIC
INSTABILITY
From a time-mean perspective, in both the Southern
Ocean and subtropical gyre regions, PE and KE gain
energy primarily through baroclinic instability, and
barotropic instability is negligible (Chen et al. 2014a).
The coherence analysis between EPR/PE and EPE/KE ,
which are key energy transfer terms during baroclinic
instability, reveals a delay phenomenon. That is, during
baroclinic instability, the PE reservoir holds the energy
transferred from PR for some time period before trans-
ferring it to KE.
As an example, Fig. 5a shows the coherence between
EPR/PE and EPE/KE at 1000–2000m in the Southern
Ocean. At frequencies lower than 0.007 cycle day21, the
coherence amplitude is statistically significant at the
95% confidence level, and the phase is slightly negative,
with a mean value of 2148, indicating that the EPR/PE
variability leads the EPE/KE variability at those fre-
quencies. Dividing the phase in degrees by the corre-
sponding frequency leads to the phase in days. At
frequencies lower than one cycle per year, the phase
ranges from 2158 to 238, corresponding to 294
to 23 days [Fig. 5a(2)]. That is, the delay time scale
ranges frommonths to days for frequencies lower than
one cycle per year in this case.
This delay phenomenon occurs, respectively, at upper
600 and 3000m in the subtropical gyre and Southern
Ocean regions, which are away from the ocean bottom
(Figs. 6c,d). Figure 6 shows the phase (color) and am-
plitude, averaged over three frequency ranges, from the
coherence analysis betweenEPR/PE andEPE/KE at each
depth level. In the upper 600m of the subtropical gyre
and upper 3000m in the Southern Ocean, the ampli-
tudes for midfrequencies (1 cycle per year–1 cycle per
month) and low frequencies (lower than 1 cycle per
year) are statistically significant at the 95% confidence
level at quite a few depth levels, and the phases are
slightly negative at most depth levels with statistically
significant amplitudes. Therefore, theEPR/PE variability
leads the EPE/KE variability there.
Figures 6a and 6b are the same as Figs. 6c and 6d but
for the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream Extensions. In these
TABLE 2. Coherence analysis was carried out between the WR
time series and each E term time series in the Kuroshio Extension
(KE), Gulf Stream Extension (GSE), subtropical gyre (SG), and
Southern Ocean (SO) regions. The first column shows the E term
with which the coherence analysis ofWRwas carried out. The other
columns show the percentage of available frequencies at which the
coherence amplitude is statistically significant at the 95% confi-
dence level. TheWR and E term time series used in the coherence
analysis are those integrated over each selected region.
E term KE GSE SG SO
EPR/KR 45% 72% 54% 50%
EPE/KE 11% 12% 9% 7%
EKR/KM 14% 10% 72% 13%
EKR/KE 9% 10% 55% 10%
EPR/PM 11% 16% 58% 9%
EPR/PE 11% 10% 9% 10%
FIG. 4. The amplitude from the coherence analysis (a) betweenWR andEPR/KR and that (b) between theWR and
EKR/KE in the Southern Ocean. The time seriesWR, EPR/KR , and EKR/KE used in the coherence analysis are those
integrated over the entire Southern Ocean. Vertical dashed black lines indicate the frequencies of one cycle per
year and one cycle per month. Horizontal dashed line indicates the 95% confidence level.
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two regions, statistically significant coherence between
EPR/PE and EPE/KE also exists. However, most corre-
sponding phases are slightly positive, indicating that
the EPR/PE variability lags the EPE/KE variability,
which is opposite those in the Southern Ocean and
subtropical gyre. This may be related to the occur-
rence of the opposite process of baroclinic instability;
in the downstream of the two extension regions, the
mean jet is weak and eddies feed energy back to the
mean flow (e.g., Waterman and Jayne 2011; Chen et al.
2014a). Instability occurs farther upstream in the two
regions though, where the mean jet is intense and
unstable (e.g., Waterman and Jayne 2011). The op-
posite process of instability also occurs downstream of
meanders in the Southern Ocean (e.g., Johnson et al.
1992; Williams et al. 2007; Bischoff and Thompson
2014; Chapman et al. 2015), but its effect would be
obscured by the fact that we performed a circumpolar
average in the Southern Ocean.
2) SUPPRESSION PHENOMENON DURING MIXED
INSTABILITY
Here, we discuss the relation between barotropic and
baroclinic energy pathways to EKE during mixed in-
stabilities. From a time-mean and domain average per-
spective, mixed barotropic and baroclinic instabilities
occur in the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream Extensions; in
contrast, barotropic instability is negligible as compared
to baroclinic instability in the Southern Ocean and
subtropical gyre regions (e.g., Kontoyiannis 1997; Chen
et al. 2014a; Kang and Curchitser 2015). Thus, we focus
on the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream Extensions.
Coherence analysis between the EKR/KE and EPE/KE
time series reveals that a suppression phenomenon
FIG. 5. (a) Coherence analysis between EPR/PE integrated over 1000–2000m and EPE/KE at the same depth
range in the Southern Ocean. (b) As in (a), but between EKR/KE and EPE/KE integrated over 150–1200m in the
Kuroshio Extension region. Top panels show amplitude and lower panels show phase. The negative phase at
low frequencies in (a2) indicates that the EPR/PE variability leads the EPE/KE variability at those frequencies.
In (b2), the phase amplitude at low frequencies is close to 1808, indicating that the increase (decrease) of
EKR/KE corresponds to the decrease (increase) of EPE/KE . Horizontal dashed black lines in (a1) and (b1)
indicate the amplitude of no significance at 95% confidence level. Vertical dashed black lines correspond to the
frequency one cycle per year and one cycle per month. Gray area in (a2) and (b2) indicates the error bar for
phase at 95% confidence level.
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occurs in these two regions; when EKR/KE decreases
(increases), EPE/KE increases (decreases; Figs. 5b, 7).
That is, when the barotropic energy pathway weakens
(strengthens), the baroclinic one strengthens (weakens).
For example, at 150–1200m in the Kuroshio Extension,
EKR/KE and EPE/KE are significantly coherent with each
other at the 95% confidence level at most frequencies, and
the phase amplitude is close to 1808, indicating that
EKR/KE andEPE/KE have a suppression relation (Fig. 5b).
Figure 7 shows the absolute value of the phase (color) and
the coherence amplitude, averaged over three frequency
ranges, from the coherence analysis between EKR/KE and
EPE/KE . In both regions, the amplitudes at middepth are
statistically significant at the 95% confidence level for
both mid- and low frequencies. All those coherence am-
plitudes that are statistically significant have phase mag-
nitudes close to 1808, which corresponds to a suppression
relation betweenEKR/KE andEPE/KE . Further discussion
about this phenomenon is in section 5.
b. Quasigeostrophic model results: Delay
phenomenon and its mechanism
There are many interesting results from the ECCO2
model that could be pursued; however, in the following
section, we adopt a simpler model to provide further
mechanistic insight into the delay phenomenon dis-
cussed in section 4a(1).
1) MODEL SETUP AND EQUILIBRATED STATE
A two-layer, QG model on a beta plane (e.g., Phillips
1954; Pedlosky 1987; Panetta 1993) is employed. This
model, in appropriate parameter regimes, proves to be
reasonable for eddy/jet studies in both the midlatitude
ocean interior and Southern Ocean (e.g., Arbic 2000;
FIG. 6. Coherence analysis between EPR/PE and EPE/KE at each depth level in (a) the Kuroshio Extension,
(b) Gulf StreamExtension, (c) subtropical gyre, and (d) SouthernOcean regions. The phase (color) and amplitudes
from the coherence analysis shown here are the average over the high-frequency range (plus), midfrequency range
(star), and low-frequency range (dot). The separation point between high andmidfrequency is one cycle per month,
and the separation point between mid- and low frequency is one cycle per year. Negative (positive) phase at
a frequency indicates that the EPR/PE variability leads (lags) the EPE/KE variability at that frequency. Vertical
black line indicates the amplitude of no significance at 95% confidence level. The markers with (without) black
edges mean that the phase is indistinguishable (distinguishable) from zero at the 95% confidence level.
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Thompson 2010; Venaille et al. 2011). The eddy poten-
tial vorticity (PV) satisfies
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where fi, qi, qi, and Ui are eddy streamfunction, eddy
PV, mean PV, and the imposed zonal mean flow in the
upper (i 5 1) and lower (i 5 2) layers. Here, dij is the
Kronecker delta, and r is the bottom friction coefficient.
The eddy PV and mean PV are respectively defined as
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where g1 5 g(r2 2 r1)/r0 is the reduced gravity, Rd5
1/
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F11F2
p
is the deformation radius, and d 5 H1/H2 is
the ratio between the upper- and lower-layer thickness.
The Coriolis parameter and the meridional gradient of
planetary vorticity are represented by f0 and b. The
model is solved numerically in a double periodic domain
using the pseudospectral method, and small-scale vari-
ability is damped using a wavenumber cutoff filter
(Arbic 2000).
Parameters’ values in the control run are representa-
tive of the midlatitude ocean. The domain is discretized
into 2563 256 grids, with the size of 1000km3 1000km.
The deformation radius Rd is 40 km, r is 0.08 day
21, and
values of f0 and b at 408Nwere employed. Assuming the
upper- and lower-layer interface is the thermocline, d is
the ratio between the thermocline depth and the total
ocean depth, and it is chosen to be 0.2. The imposed
mean flow is U1 5 2U2 5 10kmday
21 ’ 0.1m s21. In
this case, the maximum growth rate smax, calculated
using the linear stability analysis approach in Arbic
(2000), is 1/46 day21, consistent with the baroclinic
growth rate in the west Pacific and east Pacific regions
(Tulloch et al. 2011). The initial condition is small-
amplitude random motions with the dominant size
of 140 km.
Our analysis is mainly based on the 10-yr output at
0.25-day interval from the equilibrated state of the
control run (Figs. 8–13), though experiments with dif-
ferent choices of d and mean vertical shear were carried
out for exploring the delay time scale (Fig. 14). The time
series of energy content in various reservoirs in the
control run and their spectra are shown in Fig. 8. The
QG model is consistent with the ECCO2 model in that
the energy spectra are red and cover all available fre-
quencies, though the seasonal cycle does not exist in the
QG spectra. Compared to the ECCO2 model, the QG
model not only has no seasonal cycle but also lacks wind,
topography, coastline, and continuous stratification.
Yet, the delay phenomenon occurs in the QG model
[section 4b(2)], indicating that this simple model in-
cludes the essential physics producing the delay.
2) ENERGY PATHWAYS AND DELAY
PHENOMENON
The equation for the total eddy energy in theQG two-
layer model has been previously discussed (e.g., Arbic
FIG. 7. Coherence analysis between EKR/KE and EPE/KE at each depth level in (a) the Kuroshio Extension and
(b) Gulf Stream Extension regions. The absolute value of the phase (color) and amplitude from the coherence
analysis are the average over the high-frequency range (plus), midfrequency range (star), and low-frequency range
(dot). The separation point between high- and midfrequency is one cycle per month, and the separation point
between mid- and low frequency is one cycle per year. The vertical black line indicates the amplitude of no sig-
nificance at the 95% confidence level. The phase amplitudes in (a) and (b) are all distinguishable from zero at the
95% confidence level.
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2000; Thompson and Young 2006). Here, we provide
equations for PM 1 PR and the three components of
eddy energy, that is, the potential energy PE, baroclinic
EKE KE,BC, and barotropic EKE KE,BT:
›
›t
hP
M
1P
R
i5 ›
›t
hP
R
i
5 hE
KM1KR/PM1PR
i2 hE
PM1PR/PE
i, (22)
›
›t
hP
E
i5 hE
PM1PR/PE
i2 hE
PE/KE,BC
i, (23)
›
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hK
E,BC
i5 hE
PE/KE,BC
i2 hK
E,BCdissi
i
2 hE
KE,BC/KE,BT
i, and (24)
›
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hK
E,BT
i52hK
E,BTdissi
i1 hE
KE,BC/KE,BT
i. (25)
Here, hi means the spatial average over the double
periodic domain, Ea/b is the eddy energy conversion
rate from the reservoir a to the reservoir b, and KE,BCdissi
and KE,BTdissi denote the energy change rate due to
bottom friction. The mathematical forms of PE, KE,BC,
and KE,BT and the derivation of Eqs. (22)–(25) are in
appendix B.
Figure 10a is the time-dependent energy diagram
diagnosed from Eqs. (22)–(25). In the control run,
hEPM1PR/PEi, hEPE/KE,BCi, and hEKE,BC/KE,BTi are all
positive (Fig. 9). In fact, they are also positive at every
snapshot (not shown). Therefore, baroclinic instability
and barotropization occur, and the energy pathway is
hP
M
1P
R
i/ hP
E
i/ hK
E,BC
i/ hK
E,BT
i. (26)
It is known that, in the baroclinically unstable system,
PE is converted toKE (Pedlosky 1987). Here, the energy
transfer from PE to KE is through the vertical motion of
the upper–lower-layer interface, which is absent in the
FIG. 9. The normalized energy budgets of (a) hPEi, (b) hKE,BCi,
(c) hKE,BTi, (d) hPE,Li, and (e) hPE,Si in the control run, using Eqs.
(23)–(25), (30), and (31). The vertical bars in purple denote the
time mean of each term. The black error bars are one standard
deviation of each term, which can indicate the amplitude of the
temporal variability. The timemean and standard deviation of each
term shown here is normalized by the maximum absolute value of
all the terms in each budget.
FIG. 8. (a) The 10-yr time series of hPEi, hKE,BCi, and hKE,BTi in
the equilibrated state from the control experiment using the QG
model. The time series shown here is normalized by the maximum
value of these three time series. The black line, which represents
hKE,BCi, is under the blue line, corresponding to hKE,BTi. (b) The
frequency spectra of the hPEi, hKE,BCi, and hKE,BTi time series,
normalized by the maximum value of the three spectra. The error
bar denotes spectral uncertainties at 95% confidence level, and the
dashed line indicates the frequency one cycle per year.
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barotropic relative vorticity equation. Thus, PE is di-
rectly converted to the baroclinic modeKE,BC, not to the
barotropic modeKE,BT. Energy in theKE,BC reservoir is
then transferred to KE,BT, which is due to the coupling
between barotropic and baroclinic modes. For example,
the advection of baroclinic (barotropic) vorticity by
barotropic (baroclinic) motions can influence baroclinic
motions [Eq. (B3)]. Although KE,BT loses energy
through bottom friction, bottom friction tends to de-
crease eddy velocity in the lower layer and thus increase
the vertical shear and hKE,BCi (Fig. 9).
Compared to the energy diagram for the ECCO2
model (Fig. 1a), Fig. 10a is less complex: hKRi in the QG
model is zero due to the double periodic boundary
condition; the energy exchange between hKM1KRi and
hKEi is zero because the imposed mean flow has no
horizontal shear and no barotropic instability occurs.
We chose not to separate PM and PR in Fig. 10a because
themean flow in theQGmodel is explicitly imposed and
thus there is no explicit governing equation for themean
flow, making deriving the PR and PM equations a
challenge.
The delay phenomenon, identified from the ECCO2
model, also exists in the QG model. We carried out
coherence analysis between the energy exchange terms
EPM1PR/PE and EPE/KE,BC (Figs. 11a,b). Similar to the
FIG. 10. The energy diagrams summarizing the energy budget diagnosed from (a) the double decomposition
framework [Eqs. (22)–(25)] and (b) the triple decomposition framework [Eqs. (30)–(31)]. Double decomposition
means that the total flow is divided into two components: mean flow and eddies. Triple decomposition means that
the total flow is divided into three components: mean, large-scale eddies, and small-scale eddies. The arrow di-
rection is determined from diagnosing the energy budgets. The time information in (b) is based on the correlation
results shown in Fig. 13. In (b), after the potential energy is transferred from themean flow to large-scale eddies at t5 t0
(i.e., transferred fromPM1PR toPE,L), some of it is further converted to kinetic energy immediately (i.e., transfer from
PE,L toKE,BC). However, some other part of the potential energy cascades to small-scale eddies first (i.e., transfer from
PE,L to PE,S), before converting to kinetic energy. The delay dt1 occurs when energy cascades from PE,L to PE,S.
FIG. 11. The (a) amplitude and (b) phase in days from the coherence analysis between hEPM1PR/PE i and hEPE/KE,BC i. The lead–lag
correlation (c) between the low-pass filtered hEPM1PR/PE i and hEPE/KE,BC i (blue). The filter here removes temporal variability with
frequencies higher than 1022 cycle per day. The horizontal dashed black line in (a) and the gray area in (b) indicate the 95% confidence
limits. Dashed vertical line in (c) indicates the lead–lag time at themaximum correlation value. The solid black vertical line in (c) indicates
the zero lead–lag.
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ECCO2 model results (Figs. 5a, 6c,d), the coherence
amplitude here is statistically significant at low fre-
quencies, which denotes those lower than 0.01 cycleday21
in this case. The corresponding phase is negative, in-
dicating that EPM1PR/PE leads EPE/KE,BC at these fre-
quencies. Although correlation analysis does not reveal
exactly the same information as coherence analysis,
these two methods are connected from an application
perspective. That is, both methods provide the lead–lag
information. One can determine whether one time se-
ries leads another time series at a selected frequency
from the phase of the coherence analysis. Similarly, one
can evaluate whether a time series leads or lags another
time series by identifying the lead–lag time at the max-
imum correlation value. Unsurprisingly, the correlation
analysis also confirms that the delay phenomenon oc-
curs: the lead–lag time is negative at the maximum cor-
relation coefficient (Fig. 11c).
The coherence and correlation analyses between
different energy reservoirs (Fig. 12) indicate that,
besides the delay between the energy exchange terms
EPM1PR/PE and EPE/KE,BC , a delay also occurs as the
energy variability flows through the energy pathway
chain [Eq. (26)]. Specifically, the PE variability leads
theKE,BC variability, and theKE,BC variability leads the
KE,BT variability. At frequencies lower than 0.01 cycle
per day, the coherence amplitude is statistically signifi-
cant; the phase between PE andKE,BC ranges from2138
to 08, corresponding to 212 to 0 days, and the phase
between KE,BC and KE,BT ranges from 2348 to 218,
corresponding to 223 to 21 days (Fig. 12a). Consis-
tently, the lead–lag time at the maximum correlation
coefficient is negative, which also confirms the delay of
energy flow in the energy pathway chain (Fig. 12b).
3) MECHANISM FOR THE DELAY PHENOMENON:
LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
Assuming fi has the normal-mode form,
f
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5 ekc2tRe[~f
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eik(x2c1t)1ily] . (27)
Define fie
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where fBT and fBC are defined in appendix B, section a.
Therefore, if only a single wave is included in the
linear system, all the energy reservoirs grow expo-
nentially with the same growth rate. In this case, the
delay does not occur, although the energy terms are
coherent. If the initial condition is a single wave, the
nonlinear terms are always zero in the QG two-
layer model.
FIG. 12. (a) The phase in days from the coherence analysis and (b) the lead–lag correlation between hPEi and hKE,
BCi (blue) and that between hKE,BCi and hKE,BTi (red). The gray lines in (a) indicates the 95% confidence limits. In
(a), only phase at frequencies with statistically significant coherence amplitude is shown. Dashed vertical lines in
(b) indicate the lead–lag time at the maximum correlation value. The solid black vertical line in (b) indicates the
zero lead–lag. Correlations in (b) were diagnosed using the low-pass filtered time series, which only keeps vari-
ability at frequencies lower than 1022 cycle per day.
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4) MECHANISM FOR THE DELAY PHENOMENON:
NONLINEAR ENERGY DIAGNOSIS
The absence of the delay phenomenon in the normal-
mode linear analysis indicates eddy–eddy interaction
may be key for the delay. ‘‘Triple decomposition,’’ a
simplemethod to evaluate eddy–eddy interaction, refers
to decomposing an arbitrary variable a at the position x
and time t into three parts:
a(x, t)5 a(x)1 a0L(x, t)1 a
0
S(x, t), (29)
where L and S are, respectively, the large- and small-
scale spatial filter, and  denotes the time mean. The
separation point between large and small scales is arbi-
trary. Though a spectral gap assumption is employed in
previous studies using triple decomposition (e.g., Davis
1994; Ferrari and Polzin 2005), closing the energy bud-
gets is important for the purpose here. Thus, we use the
PE equations without the spectral gap assumption:
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i5 hE
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where PE,L and PE,S are the APE in large- and small-
scale eddies, respectively, and KE,BC,L and KE,BC,S are
the KE in large- and small-scale baroclinic eddies, re-
spectively. As stated in sections 2b and 4b(2),Ea/b is the
energy conversion rate from reservoir a to reservoir b;
RPE,L and RPE,S , respectively, denote the energy transfer
between PE,L and the residue PE and that between PE,S
and the residuePE. The residuePE, arising from the lack
of separation betweenmotions at different spatial scales,
denotes the difference between total PE and PE,L 1 PE,S
[Eqs. (B12)]. Details are in appendix B, section c.
FIG. 14. (a) Scatterplot between the delay time and the barotropic eddy turnover time scale tKE,BT . (b) Scatterplot
between the delay time and 1/smax, where smax is the maximum growth rate diagnosed using the linear stability
analysis approach from Arbic (2000). The delay time here refers to the days that hPEi leads hKE,BTi. Red stars are
results from the group of experiments with varying d; blue stars show results from the group of experiments with
varying vertical shear. The dashed gray box in (a) shows the parameter space where the delay time and tKE,BT
roughly satisfies a linear relation.
FIG. 13. Lead–lag correlations between hEPM1PR/PE,L i and
hEPE,L/KE,BC i (blue), between hEPM1PR/PE,L i and hEPE,L/PE,S i (red),
and between hEPE,L/PE,S i and hEPE,S/KE,BC i (black). Dashed vertical
lines indicate the lead–lag time at the maximum correlation value.
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Figures 9d and 9e show the energy budgets of hPE,Li
and hPE,Si. The time mean and standard deviation of
each term are illustrated by the vertical bar in purple and
the error bar in black, respectively. The sum of the time
mean and standard deviation indicates the magnitude of
each term at every snapshot. The separation point be-
tween large and small scales in Figs. 9d and 9e is 354km.
However, results are not qualitatively sensitive to the
choice of separation scale ranging from 40 to 490 km.
The hPE,Li budget is approximately
›
›t
hP
E,L
i’ hE
PM1PR/PE,L
i2 hE
PE,L/KE,BC
i, (32)
that is, the temporal variability of hPE,Li is controlled by
the energy conversion from hPM1 PRi to hPE,Li and the
conversion from hPE,Li to hKE,BC,Li. Since the large-
scale density fronts store muchmorePE than small-scale
density fronts, the loss of hPE,Li to hPE,Si is negligible in
the hPE,Li budget. From a domain integral perspective,
the energy transfer direction has no temporal variability
(not shown). The hPE,Si budget is approximately
›
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hP
E,S
i’2hE
PE,S/KE,BC
i1 hE
PE,L/PE,S
i1 hR
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i.
(33)
The hPE,Si budget has more high-frequency variability
than the hPE,Li budget. The stirring of the large-scale
density fronts by eddy motions causes small-scale den-
sity fronts. Thus, energy is transferred from PE,L to PE,S
through the term EPE,L/PE,S . The PE,S reservoir gets
much more energy directly from vertical shear in large-
scale eddy motions PE,L than from the imposed mean flow
shear PM. Part of the energy in the small-scale vertical
shear PE,S is transferred to EKE through EPE,S/KE,BC,S .
The lead–lag correlation analysis reveals where the
delay occurs (Fig. 13). The lead–lag time at the maximum
correlation between EPM1PR/PE,L and EPE,L/KE,BC is
roughly zero and so is the lead–lag time at the maximum
correlation between EPE,L/PE,S and EPE,S/KE,BC . However,
theEPM1PR/PE,L variability leads theEPE,L/PE,S variability
by roughly 20 days. That is, after PE,L obtains some extra
energy from PM1 PR, it immediately transfers part of it to
KE,BC; however, it takes some time for the energy to be
transferred from PE,L to PE,S. After PE,S gets this extra
energy, it is immediately transferred to KE,BC.
Figure 10b summarizes the triple decomposition re-
sults: PE,L gets energy from PM1 PR and then transfers
part of it to PE,S and KE,BC; PE,S can get energy from
both PE,L and PM1 PR and converts part of it toKE,BC .
The transfer of energy from PE,L to PE,S is due to the
forward cascade of PE, which is consistent with the dual
cascade scenario in Salmon (1980). The delay between
the PE and KE,BC variability occurs because the PE
variability at large scales needs to be transferred to
small-scale density fronts through energy cascades. As
previously stated, the separation point between small
and large scales is arbitrary, and the results described in
Fig. 10b hold for separation scales ranging from the
deformation radius to an order of magnitude higher. A
delay also occurs between KE,BC and KE,BT (Fig. 12),
whose origin may be related to the forward cascade
of KE,BC.
5) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: ESTIMATES OF THE
DELAY TIME SCALE
The existence of the delay is related to the forward
cascade of PE [section 4b(4)]. The PE cascade is through
the stirring of density (buoyancy) fronts by eddies, that
is, through J(f1, f2) in the buoyancy equation [Eq.
(B2)]. Since
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density in this model is essentially advected by baro-
tropic, not baroclinic, eddies. Note that the time scale
for the energy cascade is roughly the eddy turnover time
(Vallis 2006). Therefore, the delay time scale may be
related to the barotropic eddy turnover time scale:
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where LKE,BT is the barotropic eddy length scale defined
as the reciprocal of the KE,BT spectrum centroid
L
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k21 l2
p
dk dl
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Here, k and l are the zonal and meridional wave-
numbers, and SKE,BT is the KE,BT spectrum.
To test whether the barotropic eddy turnover time
scale tKE,BT is a good indicator of the delay time, we
carried out sensitivity experiments: d varies between 0.1
and 1 in one group and U1 (i.e., 2U2) varies between 4
and 20 kmday21 in the other group. Other parameters,
however, are the same as the control run. In these ex-
periments, the delay time scale increases with tKE,BT , and
these two time scales have the same order of magnitude
(Fig. 14a), indicating that tKE,BT is a proper indicator of
the delay time scale overall. In the dashed gray box,
where tKE,BT is smaller than 100 days, the relation between
the delay time scale and tKE,BT is roughly linear. However,
there is a star marker outside of the dashed gray box devi-
ating from the linear fit,which corresponds to theexperiment
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with weak vertical shear (U1 5 2U2 5 4kmday
21), low
eddy energy level, and tKE,BT larger than 100 days.
Choosing tKE,BT as themeasure for the delay time scale
is based on the assumption that the dominant control
factor of the variability of PE and KE is the energy cas-
cade. However, bottom friction also influences the delay
process in at least two ways: First, if the friction terms
have a significant magnitude in the KE,BC and KE,BT
budgets, the PE/KE,BC variability and thus the delay
time scale are greatly influenced by both energy cas-
cades and bottom friction. Second, baroclinic turbulence
properties, such as eddy heat fluxes and howmany times
eddies can turn over before ‘‘feeling’’ the friction, are very
sensitive to the ‘‘throughput,’’ defined as (U1 2 U2)/(rRd)
(e.g., Arbic and Flierl 2004; Thompson and Young 2007).
In the high throughput case, eddies will not feel bottom
friction until several eddy turnover times, while in the low
throughput case, variability is damped out before eddies
turn over and cascade fully. For example, whenU1 is only
4kmday21, the throughput is small, the eddy energy
cascade process is strongly influenced by friction, and thus
the star marker for the case U1 5 4kmday
21 in Fig. 14a
deviates from the linear fit.
In these sensitivity experiments, as d and U1 2 U2
increase, the growth rate time scale 1/smax decreases
(not shown). Note that 1/smax indicates how fast the
initial perturbations grow, and the delay time scale
represents how fast the temporal variability in one energy
reservoir transfers to adjacent reservoirs. Thus, 1/smax
is not a good indicator of the delay time scale; as shown
in Fig. 14b, one value of 1/smax can correspond to more
than one delay time scale.
5. Conclusions and discussion
A novel, time-dependent energy diagram for eddy–
mean flow interactions (Fig. 1a) is introduced and ap-
plied to representative energetic regions in a global,
eddying state estimate: the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream
Extensions, a subtropical gyre patch in the North Pacific,
and the SouthernOcean. This diagram is an extension of
the classic Lorenz energy diagram (Lorenz 1955) to the
time-dependent and nonlocal scenario. It is also an ex-
tension of the time-mean energy diagram in Chen et al.
(2014a) to the time-dependent regime. It depicts the
energy exchange among six energy components com-
posing the total kinetic and available potential energy:
energy in the mean flow (PM and KM), energy in eddies
(PE andKE), and the energy anomaly residual (PR andKR).
The PR and KR components, not included in the
classic Lorenz energy diagram, are important in the
time-dependent energy diagram (Fig. 1a). They arise
from the lack of scale separation betweenmean and eddies
and have significant amplitudes compared to PM and KM
in the selected energetic regions. The time-dependent
energy diagram shows that during eddy–mean flow in-
teractions, the mean energy reservoir (PM and KM) does
not directly interact with the eddy energy reservoir (PE
andKE). Instead, their interaction is throughPR andKR. If
the energy transfer rate from the mean flow to PR andKR
is not equal to the transfer rate from PR andKR to eddies,
eddy–mean flow interactions are nonlocal. From a time-
dependent perspective, eddy and mean flow interact non-
locally in all the four regions, indicating the need to develop
nonlocal eddy parameterization schemes. In future studies,
PR andKR should be evaluatedmore, considering their key
roles in eddy–mean flow interactions and their noticeable
contribution to total energy and thus total tracer transport.
This energy diagram is a useful tool to study ocean
dynamics and energetics. For example, its application to
the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream Extension regions re-
veals the suppression phenomenon about mixed insta-
bility energetics there. Although this phenomenon has
never been documented before to our knowledge, quite a
few previous findings relevant to mixed instability are con-
sistent with this phenomenon. For example, Thompson and
Naveira-Garabato (2014) found that as the curvatures of
meanders at topography increase (and thus the horizontal
flow shear increases and barotropic instability strengthens),
the baroclinicity of the flow decreases (and baroclinic
instabilityweakens). The analogous process has also been
discussed in the atmospheric and idealized scenarios (e.g.,
Ioannou and Lindzen 1986; Nakamura 1993; Chen et al.
2007). Further discussion is beyond the scope here.
Applying this energy diagram to the subtropical gyre and
Southern Ocean regions reveals the delay phenomenon in
the baroclinically unstable system. The energy transfer
fromPR toPE is coherent with the energy transfer fromPE
to KE; however, the variability of the former leads the
variability of the latter. The QG model analysis indicates
that this phenomenon is related to eddy–eddy interaction;
it takes some time for some part of the energy transferred
from PM 1 PR to PE to cascade to small-scale eddies, be-
fore being converted toKE (Fig. 10b). The delay time is on
the order of the barotropic eddy turnover time scale [Eq.
(35)], which is the time scale for the energy cascade. Testing
the delay mechanism proposed here in the ECCO2 model
is left for future work due to space limitations.
Phenomena relevant to the delay phenomenon we
identified have been reported in some previous studies
(e.g., Zhang and Stone 2010). Zhang and Stone (2010) in-
vestigated the equilibration of atmospheric eddies in a
multilayer, QG system with periodically varying external
forcing. They found that when the forcing frequency is high
(i.e., 5 cycles per year),PE varies withPM, but its variability
lags the PM variability by around 15–30 days. Our
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investigation about the delay phenomenon is still novel in
that we confirmed the existence of the delay phenomenon
in realistic oceanic models, proposed a mechanism for its
origin, and provided a scaling for the delay time scale.
The QG energy diagram we employed to investigate the
delay phenomenon (Fig. 10b) is consistent with previous
studies: 1) the forward cascade of PE is consistent with the
dual cascade scenario, which denotes the forward (inverse)
cascade of the baroclinic (barotropic) mode during baro-
clinic turbulence (Salmon1980); and2) the transferof energy
from PM 1 PR to PE and then to KE in the baroclinically
unstable system is well known (Pedlosky 1987). Our contri-
bution is that we introduced the triple decomposition
energy framework, added temporal information to it,
and then applied it to explain the origin of the delay.
The time-dependent, eddy-mean energy diagram in-
troduced in this study is applicable not only to the ocean but
also to other contexts of geophysical fluid dynamics (e.g.,
atmospheric circulation). Yet, we only carried out some
preliminary application of the energy diagram. Many open
questions exist. For example, the sensitivity of results pre-
sented here to themodel output duration, choice of oceanic
regions, and model configuration (e.g., resolution and sub-
grid parameterizations) are to be examined. The prevalence
and origin of the delay and suppression phenomena in the
ocean and atmosphere are to be further explored. Similar
techniques can be used to derive the time-dependent bud-
gets for enstrophy and tracer variance, both of which are
useful quantities for studying geophysical fluid dynamics.
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APPENDIX A
Time-Dependent Energy Equations for ECCO2Model
a. Governing equations for kinetic energy
We start from the horizontal momentum equations
from the ECCO2 state estimate:
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where i 5 1 and 2, denote zonal and meridional di-
rections, and j 5 1, 2, and 3, denote zonal, meridional,
and vertical directions. Here, Di is the friction term:
Di5 ›/›z(Az›ui/›z)1A4=
4
hui. The variable p is hydro-
static pressure, Vj is Earth’s rotation vector, Az is vertical
viscosity, A4 is horizontal biharmonic viscosity, and uj is
velocity.
A temporal average of Eq. (A1) leads to the ui equation,
where  denotes the timemean. Subtracting the equation for
ui fromEq. (A1) leads to equation foru
0
i, where 0 means the
deviation of an variable from its timemean. Thenwe obtain
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where * means the deviation of a variable from its global and
timemean at each depth level, andw is vertical velocity. The
hydrostatic assumption isusedwhenderivingEqs. (A2)–(A4).
Equations (A2)–(A4) is a set of time-dependent ki-
netic energy equations different from those employed in
our diagnosis, that is, Eqs. (11)–(13). Note that I1,KM is
time independent and Eq. (A2) is the same as that in the
classic time-mean energy diagram (e.g., Chen et al.
2014a). However, in this equation set, the advection
terms are not similar; KM is advected by uj only, KE is
advected by uj1 u0j, and the naturally divergent fluxes in
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theKR equation even include the advection ofKM by u
0
j.
Besides the asymmetry issue, another issue is that
I
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which is generally not zero. These I1 terms could be in-
terpreted as the kinetic energy change due to eddy–mean
flow interaction. Considering that these eddy–mean flow
interaction terms involve energy exchange, not energy
transformation, among reservoirs, we would expect
I1,KM 1 I1,KR 1 I1,KE to be zero. These issues lead to al-
ternative derivations next.
Alternatively, considering that the total kinetic en-
ergy equation is advected by the total flow, one can
choose to put all the advection terms in theKM,KR, and
KE equations consistently in the form of advection by
the total velocity. That is, we naturally partition the
advection of total kinetic energy into three components:
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In this case, Eqs. (A2)–(A3) can be converted to the following:
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Expanding the fourth term in Eq. (A10), but keeping Eqs. (A9) and (A4) the same, gives
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Equations (A11)–(A13) are those introduced in section 2
[Eqs. (11)–(13)].
The term Ia is the change of a due to the eddy–mean
flow interaction. In this case, we have
I
KM
1 I
KR
1 I
KE
5 0. (A14)
Another advantage of Eqs. (A11)–(A13) is that the ad-
vection terms are symmetric. It is reasonable to consider
that KE, KM, and KR are all advected by the total flow.
Equations (A11) and (A12) reveal that the advection
ofKM by eddy velocity u
0 is immediately and completely
transferred to the KR reservoir. The fact that the eddy
advection of the KM term appears in the KR equation
implies that the budgets of KM and KR are related. In
fact, the third and fourth terms in Eq. (A11) are, re-
spectively, the opposite of the third and fifth terms in
Eq. (A12). The fourth and sixth terms in Eq. (A12) are
the opposite of the third and fourth terms of Eq.
(A13). Therefore, energy exchange can be considered
to occur betweenKM andKR through IKM and between
KE and KR through IKE . Thus, in the main text and the
remaining appendix A, we denote IKM and IKE byEKR/KM
and EKR/KE , where Ea/b is the energy transfer from
a to b.
b. Governing equations for available potential energy
We start fromEq. (A13) fromChen et al. (2014a), that
is, the r* equation:
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where r denotes in situ density, and n0 is defined in Eq.
(6). Here, Hr denotes the source/sink of r due to
vertical mixing and air–sea exchange of heat and
freshwater (Chen et al. 2014a), and brz denotes
(›r/›z)S,u. The equations for r* and r
0 can be easily
derived from Eq. (A15).
Following the approaches and rationale similar to
those in appendix A, section a, we obtain
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where i and j are defined in appendix A, section a. Here,
the R terms are
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c. Corresponding time-mean energy diagrams
Now consider the time mean of Eqs. (A11)–(A13).
Using the property of  5 , we have
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Equations (A22) and (A24) are the eddy-mean kinetic
energy equations often employed in previous energy
studies (e.g., Kang and Curchitser 2015; Kang et al. 2016).
Equations (A22) and (A24) alone do not illustrate the or-
igin of the nonlocality of the eddy–mean flow interaction.
The concept of nonlocality, introduced by Chen et al.
(2014a) refers to the fact thatEKR/KM 1EKR/KE does not
necessarily need to be zero in a selected region.
Expanding u0jKR in Eq. (A23) reduces Eq. (A23) to zero,
consistent with KR5 0. Yet, Eq. (A23) helps clarify the
nonlocality of eddy–mean flow interaction. The term
2r0ui›/›xju
0
ju
0
i is the gain or loss of KM from KR, while
r0u
0
iu
0
j›/›xjui is the gain or loss of KE from KR. Equation
(A23) suggests that froma time-meanperspective, the fluxes
of KR into or out of a region through eddy advection bal-
ances the transfer to or fromKE andKM. A similar rationale
can be applied to time-mean potential energy equations.
APPENDIX B
Time-Dependent Energy Equations for QG Model
a. Governing equations of the QG two-layer model
Here are the equations for the relative vorticity in the
ith layer and vertical velocity at the layer interface w:
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where ci 5 2Uiy 1 fi (e.g., Vallis 2006). Com-
pared to the layer equations, the modal equations
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are more physically illuminating (Flierl 1978).
The baroclinic and barotropic eddy streamfunc-
tion are, respectively, fBC5
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
(f12f2)/(11 d) and
fBT 5 (df11f2)/(11 d) (Arbic 2000). Using Eq.
(B1), we can easily obtain the vorticity equations in
modal form:
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where UBC and UBT are, respectively, the imposed baroclinic and barotropic velocities:
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b. Eddy kinetic energy equations in the double decomposition framework
‘‘Double decomposition’’ denotes decomposing the total flow into two parts: mean and eddies. Multi-
plying Eq. (B3) by 2fBC and multiplying Eq. (B4) by 2fBT,
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Multiplying Eq. (B2) by F2(c2 2 c1)/(1 1 d) and then domain averaging,
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Multiplying Eq. (B2) by F2(f2 2 f1)/(1 1 d) and then domain averaging,
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Subtracting Eq. (B8) from Eq. (B7) leads to
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c. EAPE equations in the triple decomposition framework
Define L and S as the large-scale and small-scale components of the variable. For example, JS(f1, f2)
is the small-scale part of J(f1, f2). Applying a low-pass spatial filter to Eq. (B2), then multiplying it with F2
(f2L 2 f1L)/(1 1 d), and domain averaging,
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Similarly, applying a high-pass spatial filter to Eq. (B2), then multiplying it with F2(f2S2 f1S)/(11 d), and domain
averaging lead to
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The total EAPEPE is not equal to the sum ofPE,L and
PE,S. The residualPE denotes the difference betweenPE
and (PE,L 1 PE,S):
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